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On Chip-Matched Filtering and Discrete Sufficient
Statistics for Asynchronous Band-Limited
CDMA Systems
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Abstract—The problem of generating discrete sufficient statistics for signal processing in code-division multiple-access (CDMA)
systems is considered in the context of underlying channel
bandwidth restrictions. Discretization schemes are identified for
(approximately) band-limited CDMA systems, and a notion of
approximate sufficiency is introduced. The role of chip-matched
filtering in generating accurate discrete statistics is explored. The
impact of approximate sufficiency on performance is studied in
three cases: conventional matched filter (MF) detection, minimum
mean-squared-error detection, and delay acquisition. It is shown
that for waveforms limited to a chip interval, sampling the
chip-MF output at the chip rate can lead to a significant degradation in performance. Then, with equal bandwidth and equal
rate constraints, the performance with different chip waveforms is
compared. In all three cases above, it is demonstrated that multichip waveforms that approximate Nyquist sinc pulses achieve the
best performance, with the commonly used rectangular chip pulse
being severely inferior. However, the results also indicate that it
is possible to approach the best performance with well-designed
chip waveforms limited to a chip interval, as long as the chip-MF
output is sampled above the Nyquist rate.
Index Terms—Band-limited signals, chip-matched filtering, chip
waveform design, code-division multiple access, delay estimation,
discrete sufficient statistics, signal detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE continuous-time system model that describes a typical
code-division multiple-access (CDMA) system is one
where the sum of the transmitted signal waveforms of the
users goes through a (possibly time-varying) band-limited
(BL) channel with additive background noise. It is convenient
both for analysis as well as implementation to convert the
continuous-time CDMA model into an equivalent discrete
model that produces sufficient statistics for decision making at
the receiver.
In standard analyses of narrow-band single-user systems, the
generation of discrete statistics for detection/estimation at the
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receiver is facilitated by making simplifying assumptions in the
BL continuous-time system model [1]. Specifically, the background noise may be idealized by additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) with infinite bandwidth. Furthermore, in many cases,
the performance metric of interest (e.g., bit-error probability)
may be independent of the actual spectral shape of the signal
and depend merely on its total energy (or the operating SNR).
In such cases, it is convenient to use pulses limited to a symbol
period to simplify the analysis and exposition of detection operations at the receiver.
Some of the work on CDMA systems, especially that involving joint processing of the received signal (see, e.g., [2]–[4])
has made the same simplifying assumptions, and chip waveforms limited to a chip period (such as the rectangular pulse)
are used.1 We refer to such waveforms as chip-limited (CL)
waveforms, as opposed to those that occupy more than one chip,
which we refer to as multichip (MC) waveforms. Along with
the use of (rectangular) CL waveforms, further simplification is
achieved by using a chip-matched filter (chip-MF) to generate
discrete statistics at the receiver front-end (see, e.g., [7]–[10]),
albeit without rigorous justification in the asynchronous case.
Finally, the chip-MF output is often sampled at the chip rate to
facilitate analysis.
In this paper, we take a more fundamental approach and
consider the generation of sufficient statistics for detection and
estimation in band-limited CDMA systems, with particular
emphasis on chip-matched filtering. We assume the standard
AWGN model for the noise. However, throughout the paper,
we assume that the signal has an approximate (or essential)
bandwidth of , where the essential bandwidth is defined in
the mean-square sense, and the spillover outside the bandwidth
is restricted to be sufficiently small. For each chip waveform
that we study, we assume that the chip period is chosen large
enough to meet the bandwidth constraint.
We first consider the problem of generating discrete sufficient statistics from the continuous-time received signal
. In the
observed over the finite time interval
special case where the delays of the users are known, it is
possible to generate a finite set of sufficient statistics (for bit
detection, say) by correlating the received signal with the
users’ signaling waveforms. In general, the number of statistics
required for sufficiency is countably infinite; these statistics can
1There are a few exceptions, however (see, e.g., [5] and [6]). In [5], the performance of single-user detection with square-root raised cosine (SRRC) waveforms is analyzed, and in [6], a joint acquisition scheme with approximately BL
multichip waveforms is considered.
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be generated by projecting the received signal on to the set of
Prolate spheroidal wave functions (PSWFs) corresponding to
time interval and bandwidth [11]. Any finite set of discrete
statistics would in general result in a “loss” of sufficiency. We
hence introduce a notion of approximate sufficiency, based on
signal energy captured by the statistics, to quantify this loss and
use it to study chip-matched filtering. We show that sampling
statistics that
the chip-MF at the Nyquist rate produces
are approximately sufficient, with sufficiency loss of the same
order as that produced by projection on to a subset of the
.
PSWFs of size
To illustrate the impact of approximate sufficient statistics
on system performance, we consider three specific operations
at the receiver: matched-filter (MF) detection, linear minimum mean-squared-error (MMSE) multiuser detection, and
single-user timing estimation. The performance metric used is
the output signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) for detection, and
the probability of acquisition error for timing estimation. In
general, we have the option of producing a finite set of discrete
sufficient statistics via correlation, or producing a finite set of
approximately sufficient statistics via chip-matched filtering
followed by Nyquist sampling. We show that both approaches
result in nearly the same performance, thus justifying our
claim of approximate sufficiency of chip-matched filtering
followed by Nyquist sampling. We also show that if systems
with CL waveforms are sampled at the chip rate, there can be
a substantial degradation in performance.
Using (approximately) sufficient statistics, we then study the
effect of the chip waveform on performance in CDMA systems,
specifically for the three receiver operations listed above. Now,
for a single user in AWGN, given a fixed bandwidth , the
maximum rate is obtained by using the Nyquist sinc waveform.
More commonly, however, some excess bandwidth (and loss in
rate) is allowed for and SRRC pulses are used that have a symbol
, where is the roll-off factor [12]. On the
duration
other hand, for CDMA systems, the processing gain gives us
an additional degree of freedom, so that we have the choice of
several chip waveforms without incurring a loss in symbol rate.
For example, we could use chip waveforms of any excess bandwidth and maintain the same symbol rate by keeping
constant. In addition, the dependence of the performance on the
chip waveform is more complicated than in the single-user case.
Hence, the problem of optimal chip-waveform selection does
not seem to be straightforward. Instead, we consider three candidate chip waveforms in this paper: 1) the CL rectangular pulse
that is commonly chosen in the literature to simplify exposition
and analysis; 2) an MC waveform that is a truncated version of
the (Nyquist) sinc pulse with bandwidth , which results in
the largest processing gain under fixed bandwidth and rate constraints; and 3) the CL time-domain raised cosine pulse (TDRC),
which has been identified to have nearly optimal spectral rolloff
over all CL waveforms in [13]. For the three receiver operations
of MF detection, MMSE detection, and delay acquisition, we
show that the sinc MC waveform achieves the best performance,
with the commonly used rectangular pulse being much inferior.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we discuss sufficient statistics in general and
introduce the notion of approximate sufficiency. The CDMA
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system model under consideration is discussed in Section III.
In Section IV, we study the generation of discrete statistics for
CDMA and focus on the chip-matched filtering approach. The
importance of this understanding is illustrated in Section V
through performance studies of single-user and linear MMSE
multiuser detection. Single-user acquisition is considered in
Section VI. Conclusions are given in Section VII.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Consider the standard problem of parameter estimation involving a continuous-time signal in additive noise
(1)
is the (vector) parameter to be estimated and
where
is the (finite) observation interval. We assume that the noise is
ideal white Gaussian with zero mean and a two-sided power
.
spectral density (PSD) of
The likelihood function for the continuous-time function
is given by the Cameron–Martin formula [14, Ch. VI]:
(2)
where

This is of course the basis of the matched-filtering operation for
AWGN channels. If
(3)
, then
for some countable set of functions
where
. Hence,
are sufficient statistics for estimation based on the continuous
.
observation
While the statistics derived above are sufficient, they would
in general be infinite in number, and we would like to have only
a finite number in practical applications. There are two cases
where this reduction can be achieved with no loss in sufficiency
of the statistics. First, if the number of basis functions required
is finite, say
, then
to span the signal
, for
, and it follows that
are sufficient
, we may generate a finite
statistics. Alternatively, if
for
number of sufficient statistics by computing
.
each
In the general case where the dimension of the signal
space and the size of parameter set is infinite, we cannot
reduce the number of statistics to a finite number without
losing sufficiency. In such a scenario, we define the notion
of approximate sufficiency based on the loss in signal energy
when a finite set of functions is used to represent the signal.
be the projection of
onto the
Let
, and let
.
space spanned by
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Definition 1: For deterministic , the statistics
said to be -sufficient if

are

If is considered to be a random parameter and
is a
wide-sense stationary process, we modify this definition as follows.
are said
Definition 2: For random , the statistics
to be -sufficient if

Unless mentioned otherwise, we consider signals that are
and approximately confined to
time-limited to
a bandwidth , with bandwidth defined in the mean-square
sense. We define this notion of approximate confinement in a
manner similar to Definition 1 .
is said to have
Definition 3: A signal
if
an -bandwidth

where
is the Fourier transform of
. Note that the
outside
bandwidth is defined in terms of the spillover
. This is more convenient for our purposes and is
in contrast to the standard definition of essential bandwidth
[12]. The special case of
in terms of energy within
corresponds to perfectly band-limited signals,2 which
would require the time extent to be infinite. We denote the class
of square-integrable functions that are perfectly time-limited to
, and approximately band-limited to an -bandwidth of ,
.
by
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have unit energy:
. The terms
and
are, respectively, the carrier phase offset, delay, and the
is a zero-mean proper
symbol energy of user . Finally,
, i.e.,
complex Gaussian process with two-sided PSD
.
In the following sections, we will be concerned primarily with
the spectral properties of the transmitted signal. Hence, without
loss of generality, we will assume that we are dealing with a
,
binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) system so that
. Also, for simplicity, we assume that the phases of all
users are equal to 0. The latter assumption would imply that
all useful information about the signals and the interference is
. This restriction does not affect
contained in the real part of
any of the results that we present in this paper, and our analysis
into
is modified in a straightforward fashion to take nonzero
account. Consequently, the received signal of interest can be
expressed as
(5)

and
is a real Gaussian
where
. We allow the chip
process with two-sided PSD
can be
waveform to span more than one chip period (i.e.,
MC), but impose the restriction that its duration is small enough
symbols of any user occur in the
that at most
. It is easy to see that this
observation interval of duration
requirement translates to making the chip waveform duration
less than the symbol duration .
The above CDMA model can then be converted to a problem
effective users by sepainvolving
rating the signals corresponding to each bit of each user occur,
,
ring in the observation interval. For
, we define
and

III. SYSTEM MODEL
We wish to apply the results of the previous section to discretization in a CDMA system. We consider a direct-sequence
CDMA model with users, where the received complex basesymbol observation interval is given by
band signal over an

and

(6)

We then have
(7)

(4)
is
The notation used is as follows. The term
of user ,
is the symbol period, and
symbol
is the
denotes the
corresponding spreading waveform. The term
is the chip waveform, and
chip period,
is the processing gain of the system. The
term appears merely to ensure that the observation interval is
. Also, the chip waveform is normalized to
2Note that this notion of perfect band-limitedness is in the mean-square sense
and is weaker than having ( ) = 0 for j j
.

Gf

f >W

and this is clearly of the form (1), with representing, in general,
bits.
the unknown delays, powers, and all the
depends on the
Now, the bandwidth of the CDMA signal
random model imposed on the bit and chip sequences. For the
BPSK model under consideration, we assume that the sequences
are independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) equally likely 1
sequences, and are independent across the users. Consequently,
is proportional to the squaredthe power spectral density of
magnitude spectrum of the chip waveform

where
in

, since
has a support
. For a fair comparison between different CDMA
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systems using different (time-limited) chip waveforms, we reoutside the
quire that the normalized energy spillover of
be the same
, i.e.,
given bandwidth

(8)

Our first step in understanding this loss is to reduce the question of sufficiency from the signal to just the chip waveform,
which is motivated by the following lemma. Define to be the
, and let
denote
space spanned by the functions
to its prothe operator that takes a signal
, i.e.,
jection in denoted by the signal
Since we are considering projection in the least-square sense,
we have

Hence, we require that the chip waveforms have an -bandwidth
of , and we generally think of as being a small number, with
typical values being 0.01 or 0.001.

with
where
and

IV. DISCRETIZATION AND CHIP-MATCHED FILTERING
As seen in Section II, the generation of discrete statistics from
involves the projection of
onto an approthe signal
. In general, we would like the
priate set of functions
number of statistics to be finite, say . Then

It is easy to see from (7) that we can represent the resulting
by the matrix-vector equation
vector

(10)

and are
vectors with
is the correlation matrix of the spanning functions:
. The lemma can then be stated as

follows.
where
Lemma 1: Let
are i.i.d. zero-mean random variables and
has a support
. Also, assume that the projection operation is
in
,
chip-invariant, i.e., for fixed
,
, where
.
Then

(9)
Proof: We have
matrix with
is
where is a
Gaussian with
and
Equation (9) is then the desired discrete
model for the CDMA system, and each discretization scheme
. In
corresponds to a particular choice of the functions
this section, we identify several methods for this discretization
and study the loss in sufficiency where applicable.
A. Known Delays
If we assume that the delays and the spreading sequences
of all the users are perfectly known, then signal component on the right-hand side of (7) is of the form (3), with
, where
,
,
and represents, in general, the bits, amplitudes (and phases)
of all the users. Thus, we have a finite number of statistics
obtained from correlations with the spreading waveforms, i.e.,
,
, which are sufficient for
estimating . In particular, they are sufficient for detecting
the bits of the users. Hence, correlation is useful for the detection problem. However, since knowledge of the delays and
and
,
spreading sequences is required for generating
these statistics cannot in general be used for the acquisition
problem.

where (a) follows from the linearity of
the chip-invariance of . Hence

where

. Since

, and (b) follows from

are zero-mean i.i.d.,

and

B. Unknown Delays
onto
When the delays are unknown, we need to project
a set of functions that do not involve the delays. With approximately band-limited signals, we would, in general, have an infinite number of sufficient statistics, and the reduction to a finite
may lead to a loss in sufficiency, denumber using
fined by the energy loss in the signal (see Definitions 1 and 2).

The lemma follows immediately.
The lemma can be used to study the sufficiency of statistics
generated from a single CDMA user with the chip waveform
and a fractional delay
. When we have inwith fractional delays
,
dependent signals
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and if
easy to see that

has a support in

, it is
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is the autocorrelation of the chip
waveform with the argument normalized to .
is a CL waveform, i.e., time-limited to
,
If
(chip rate sampling), we have
and
(15)

(11)
to
Using Definition 2, and noting our normalization of
have unit energy, it follows that the statistics are -sufficient
if

In this case, the chip-matched filtered model is convenient for
analysis and implementation. Note that the noise vector is
, where
colored Gaussian with the distribution
is a symmetric Toeplitz matrix with

(12)

(16)

as a measure
While the above discussion motivates the use of
to satisfy the chip-invariance asof sufficiency, it requires
sumption of the lemma. Alternatively, note that we could simply
to be the sufficiency measure for CDMA systems with
define
any projection operator .
We can use the above result to study the loss in sufficiency
. Now,
belongs to
, and a
for different
are the PSWFs. We can recomplete basis for the
duce the number of statistics to a finite number by ignoring com.
ponents along the PSWFs with negligible energy in
More precisely, it follows from the results of [11] that, with
,
is of the order3 of for all
and
. Moreover, the
PSWFs are the optimum basis set in the
minimax sense, i.e., they lead to the least energy loss for the
. However, the PSWFs do not
worst-case waveform in
have closed-form expressions and are not convenient for analysis or practical implementation. We consider below an alternate
approach for discretization based on chip-matched filtering.
Chip-Matched Filtering: The chip-matched filtering approach has been used in much of the recent work on joint
acquisition and/or joint detection. The discrete system model
can be formed without the knowledge of the delays of the users
and is useful for detection as well as acquisition problems.
through a filter
Chip-matched filtering involves passing
,
with an impulse response matched to the chip waveform
, where is in general
and sampling the output at intervals
. Equivalently,
is projected onto the set of translated
chip pulses

Now, the chip-invariance assumption of Lemma 1 is satisfied
is an integer, since the relative
for chip-matched filtering if
from the closest chip-MF basis
delays between
functions would be the same for all (ignoring any edge efwithout
fects). We restrict attention to the case of integral
much loss in generality. The loss in sufficiency is measured by
, the worst-case projection loss of the shifted chip waveform
onto the space over
. For fixed , the
projection is given by (10), i.e.,
with
where the components of

are given by
,
. Since the chip waveform has

unit energy, we have

Since
have a spacing of
between them, can be
. Also, by symmetry, it is easy to show that
restricted to
, so
the maximum projection error must occur for
that

For illustration, if we project
and
adjacent chip waveforms
is given by

(17)
onto just the two
, the loss in energy

(13)
where
formed by

. Correspondingly, the matrix

in (9) is

(14)
is the normalized fractional
where
delay of user with respect to the timing reference, and
is the spreading sequence corresponding to
. Furthermore,
3Note that  = 0 corresponds to perfectly band-limited signals, and Nyquist
sampling leads to exactly 2W T sufficient statistics over time T .

which goes to zero as
. Now, since we know that using
PSWFs yields
to the order of , we would like to study
as a function of with
chip-MF samples as well. We
must then have

Correspondingly, the bandwidth constraint (8) gives
(18)
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Fig. 1. Projection loss L with Nyquist sampling versus out-of-band spillover
 for different chip waveforms. The sinc pulse is truncated to nine chips.

where
has been set to 1 without loss of generality.
for a
Ideally, we would like to compute the worst-case
given by maximizing it over all possible pulse shapes. While
this optimization would yield a good measure of the efficacy of
chip-matched filtering, it seems to be a hard problem. Instead,
and as a function of the pawe could numerically evaluate
rameter using (17) and (18) for each chip waveform of interest
and ensure that the chip-MF entails a loss in sufficiency comparable to . As mentioned in Section I, we consider three candidate chip waveforms in this paper: the CL rectangular pulse, a
truncated (Nyquist) sinc pulse with bandwidth , and the CL
TDRC pulse. These waveforms can be written down as

Correlation Versus Chip-MF: When the delays are known,
the correlation approach generates
sufficient statistics, while
Nyquist sampling of the chip-MF output produced statistics that
are approximately sufficient with of the order of (see Definition 2). Thus, assuming that the loss in sufficiency does not
alter performance significantly, the chip-MF approach may lead
, and correlation may be preto lower complexity if
is independent of , and the
ferred otherwise. Also note that
bandwidth restriction does not explicitly enter the correlation
calculations. This amounts to assuming that the front end of the
receiver has infinite bandwidth. On the other hand, sampling the
spacing amounts to assuming a front-end bandchip-MF at
. As
, this bandwidth goes to infinity,
width of
the energy loss goes to zero, and the corresponding chip-MF
performance may be expected to approach that with correlation.
In the following sections, we study the role of chip-matched
filtering on detection and estimation at the receiver. In general,
the performance of the receiver operation would depend on the
discretization technique, the choice of the chip waveform, and
the detector/estimator used. For a given detector/estimator, the
generation of sufficient statistics is a prerequisite for a fair comparison across chip waveforms.
V. DETECTION PERFORMANCE
In this section, we study the performance of the matched-filter
(MF) and minimum mean-squared-error (MMSE) detectors
using different chip waveforms. For a fair comparison across
the chip waveforms, we impose the following constraints. We
require that the -bandwidths of the chip-waveforms be equal
and

(20)

and are assumed to be given. Also, for a given ,
where
different chip-waveforms may lead to different values of ; we
require that the (code) symbol rates be the same, i.e.,
constant
(19)
is a unit amplitude rectangular pulse between
. The MC sinc waveform truncated to
chips,
. Fig. 1
with the normalizing factor approaching 1 as
for for these three waveforms,
shows the variation of
for comparison. The variation for
along with the line
each chip waveform is quite complicated, but it can be seen
chip-MF statistics lead to a loss
that, in all three cases,
in sufficiency that is of the order of the spillover in the range
of interest. Hence, chip-matched filtering is a useful technique
for generating approximate sufficient statistics, so long as
the output is sampled at the Nyquist rate. Also, while similar
and are obtained for all waveforms in Fig. 1,
values of
the sampling rates required are significantly different. With
, the Nyquist rates are approximately 21, 1.02, and 2.8
times the chip rate, respectively. The corresponding value of
is between 0.02–0.04 for all three waveforms.
Finally, it is of interest to compare the chip-MF approach to
discretization with correlation.

where

constant

(21)

is the bandwidth normalized to
. Note
where
that the above equal-rate and bandwidth constraints on the chip
waveform can also be found in [13], but the comparison there
is restricted to CL waveforms and matched-filter detection. We
allow for MC waveforms as well, and require that there must
be negligible interchip interference (ICI) when the output of
the chip-MF is sampled with perfect synchronization and chipspacing.
A. Matched Filter (MF) Detection
The conventional detection strategy treats the interfering
users as white noise and uses (2) to arrive at the MF detector.
, we have
With the observation window factor
, and the parameter of interest is the central bit
. The amplitude and delay of this bit are that of the actual
and
, and the effective
user 1,
. Hence
spreading waveform is
(22)
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Thus, the continuous-time MF involves correlation with the
spreading waveform of the bit of interest, with the corresponding delay assumed known.
Alternatively, we could use chip-matched filtering to deal
with the detection problem in a discrete framework. Separating
out the bit of interest, (9) can be written as
(23)
where the subscript denotes interference from other bits in the
observation interval. Consequently

where
is as defined in (16).
Now, if the fractional delay of the desired user is zero
, it follows that
, and chipmatched filtering followed by chip rate sampling can be used to
generate the matched-filter statistic, as an alternative to direct
correlation, i.e.,

where the chip-MF functions
are chosen with
,
corresponding to chip rate sampling. Thus, chip rate chip-MF
statistics are sufficient for matched-filter detection when
.
is assumed known, we
Note that, since the user delay
by redefining the
can always set the fractional delay
time-axis at the receiver. However, for purely pedagogical rea(and hence ) be known but arbitrary, we
sons, if we let
with chip rate sampling is, in general, not equal
have that
, and the performance would be different. At the same
to
time, from the discussion in Section IV, we expect the chip-MF
performance to be close to that with correlation when the output
is sampled at the Nyquist rate. We consider below the details of
the effect on performance of the MF detector.
The performance metric we use for detection is the signal-tointerference ratio (SIR) at the output of the detector
(24)
where the expectation is taken over the sequences of all the users
and the bits and delays of the remaining (effective) interferers.
is defined similarly. We consider random
The quantity
spreading sequences, with the bits and sequences modeled as
are
i.i.d. equally likely 1 random variables. The delays
. It follows that (see [15]):
modeled to be uniform in
(25)
where

. For the chip-MF, we have

Fig. 2. MF detection—SIR performance with different chip waveforms, and
E =N = 10 dB. Note the performance degradation of chip-limited waveforms
with chip rate sampling. With Nyquist sampling, there was no noticeable
degradation from the ’cor’ curves above. Also, note that the performance of the
asynchronous system with the truncated sinc waveform is identical to that of
the synchronous system with N = 31.

If the statistics thus obtained are -sufficient, it can be easily
shown using (12) that

for some finite constants ,
,
independent of . Clearly,
, we have
, and it follows that
as
. However, it is also of interest to study the performance
with nonzero , specifically with chip rate sampling
and Nyquist sampling
, as we do later in this
section.
Before proceeding further, we comment briefly on the
problem of chip waveform selection for the matched-filter.
Clearly, the metric to be used is the expression for
in (25), since it represents the performance with sufficient
statistics (and the limiting performance of the chip-MF).
for given
and user
And to maximize the quantity
,
(and ) to minimize
powers, we must then choose
under the constraints (20) and (21). Based on
this, we can broadly identify a tradeoff: CL waveforms have
(and hence lower ), but
greater normalized bandwidth
have better correlation properties, i.e., lower .
, the sinc waveform with
is optimum
When
[15], and the tradeoff discussed above favors the infinite duration sinc waveform. This motivates the study of the truncated
given in (19). It is of interest to
MC sinc waveform
in (19) to that
compare the performance achieved with
obtained with the TDRC pulse [13], and the rectangular pulse
commonly used for analysis [16]–[18]. The SIR variation with
the number of users is shown in Fig. 2. The bit SNR
is taken to be 10 dB, and is set to 0.01, which corresponds
to a 99% essential bandwidth. The processing gain for
with
is taken to be
. Now, based on the equal
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bandwidth and equal rate constraints, the processing gains for
the TDRC and rectangular waveforms can be computed to be
and 2, respectively.4 It should be noted that, with
SIR averaged over the delay of the desired user, the chip-MF
with chip rate sampling shows a significant loss in performance
compared to that with Nyquist sampling, for the rectangular and
TDRC waveforms. Moreover, there was no noticeable difference between the chip-MF with Nyquist sampling and correlation for all three waveforms.
Also, for chip waveform selection, we need to compare the
curves corresponding to Nyquist sampling for each waveform.
It is clear that the MC sinc waveform has the best performance,
and the TDRC CL waveform is only slightly inferior. But the
rectangular CL waveform can result in a significant loss in performance. Thus, the relevance of performance analyses specific
to rectangular chip pulses is called into question.
B. MMSE Detection
We are now interested in studying the performance trends
with the above chip waveforms for linear multiuser detection,
specifically the linear MMSE detector [3], [19]. The estimate
, where
for the bit of interest is
as in (9). If we generate statistics by projecting
, the linear MMSE detector is given by
onto

Fig. 3. One-shot MMSE detection, E =N = 10 dB: with Nyquist sampling
of the chip-MF output, the chip-MF statistics are approximately sufficient and
the performance matches that obtained via correlation for all three waveforms.

and the corresponding SIR is given by
(26)
, and we have assumed that the powers and
where
as a
delays of all the users are known. The behavior of
function of is studied by numerically averaging (26) over the
sequences and delays. However, unlike in the MF study, we set
, since the chip-MF
the delay of the desired user to zero
statistics are not equivalent to those with correlation even under
this assumption. As before, we assume equal powers for all the
at 10 dB.
users and fix
We begin by verifying again that chip-matched filtering fol) results
lowed by Nyquist sampling (i.e, setting
in performance close to that obtained with correlation (note that
for the sinc waveform). The results are shown in Fig. 3.
This justifies our claim of approximate sufficiency of the statistics produced by chip-matched filtering followed by Nyquist
is set to 31 for the truncated
sampling. As in the MF case,
sinc waveform, and equal rate and 99% bandwidth constraints
and for the TDRC and rectanat the transmitter yield
gular waveforms, respectively. As mentioned previously, many
papers on detection and estimation for CDMA systems, assume
that the chip-MF is sampled at the chip rate for the sake of convenience in analysis. The results shown in Fig. 4 illustrate that
chip rate sampling can lead to substantial loss in performance.
.
The results thus far assumed one-shot detection, i.e.,
A corresponding set of curves is shown in Fig. 5 for a window

N

4The actual value of
for the rectangular chip waveform is between 1 and
2, and the results are hence optimistic.

Fig. 4. One-shot MMSE detection. It is seen that T -sampling leads to a
significant degradation for CL waveforms. The processing gains are different
for the three waveforms (31, 11, and 2) as in Fig. 3.

length of
, and it is seen that the substantial loss incurred
by chip rate sampling is not due to any windowing effects.
Finally, the correlator (or Nyquist sampled chip-MF) curves
in Figs. 4 and 5 again provide a fair comparison of the best
performance that can be obtained with the three chip waveforms
that we consider. As with the MF detector (see Fig. 2), we
see that the truncated sinc MC waveform results in the best
performance, with the rectangular CL waveform performing
quite poorly. On the other hand, the gap between the TDRC
and the sinc waveform is small. Thus, the results indicate that
the better correlation properties of well-designed CL pulses can
offset the decrease in processing gain, and the performance with
CL pulses can approach that with MC pulses. This conclusion
is function of the spillover , and as is reduced further, we
expect that MC waveforms would continue to outperform CL
waveforms.
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results indicate that synchronous performance can be a useful
benchmark for asynchronous analyses.
VI. ACQUISITION PERFORMANCE
For illustration of timing estimation, we consider the simple
case of acquiring a single user under white noise (which could
also be the model for the multiple-access interference). We assume that a preamble is used to allow for acquisition. The received signal in (5) becomes

(27)

Fig. 5.

is unknown along with the
We assume that the amplitude
. Since
delay . Then,
and is independent of (ignoring edge effects),
it follows from (2) that the maximum-likelihood estimator for
is given by the correlating acquisition scheme:

MMSE detector performance—window length equal to 3.

(28)
which involves maximizing the integral over a continuous parameter . Thus, it is not possible to generate a finite set of sufficient statistics with this approach.
Alternatively, as with the MF detector, chip-matched filtering
could be used to deal with the estimation problem in a more convenient discrete framework. Some recent work on this problem,
especially that involving joint delay estimation (see, e.g., [7]–[9]
and [20]), is based on this approach. Using (14), the th sample
at the output of the chip-MF can be seen to be
(29)

M

N

N

Fig. 6. MMSE detector with TDRC ( = 11) and sinc pulses ( = 31):
asynchronous (
= 3) and synchronous performances. The performance
improves in the asynchronous case since the correlation structure of the TDRC
waveform allows for better signal separation. The match in performance with
the sinc indicates that the synchronous case could serve as a benchmark for the
asynchronous case, for given bandwidth and rate constraints.

Asynchronous Versus Synchronous Users: As an aside, it
is of interest to compare performance in the completely asyn.
chronous case to that with synchronous users
For synchronous users, it is easily seen that chip-rate sampling
sufficient statistics per symbol,
of the chip-MF generates
approximately sufficient statistics with
while we have
asynchronous users. Since for MC waveforms is typically
greater than that for CL waveforms, the gap between the
synchronous and asynchronous cases can be expected to be
smaller for MC waveforms. In particular, it can be shown
that the SIR for the MF with the sinc waveform is equal to
the SIR in the synchronous case (see also Fig. 2). For the
MMSE detector, Fig. 6 compares the two scenarios for the
TDRC pulse and for the sinc pulse. The gap is seen to be much
smaller with the sinc waveform. Since the sinc pulse also yields
the best performance among the waveforms considered, the

is the spreading sequence corresponding to
Here
shifted right by
places. Following (9), the filter outputs
can be expressed in vector form as
(30)
where is Gaussian with the distribution
estimator for the delay is easily seen to be

. The ML

(31)
With CL pulses and sampling, it is possible to get an analytical handle on the maximization based on (15) (see, e.g., [20]
and [21]). In addition, with rectangular pulses, it is possible to
derive Cramer–Rao bounds since the autocorrelation function
is a simple polynomial form (see, e.g., [22]). It
is hence of interest to compare systems that use CL pulses and
sampling with those that use CL or MC pulses and Nyquist
sampling. Where analytical simplification is not known, we use
a high resolution grid search to estimate . The performance of
the acquisition scheme is measured in terms of the probability
of acquisition error defined as
(32)
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Fig. 7.
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Single user acquisition performance,

K = 1.

The variation of
with
is shown in Fig. 7. For illustration, the observation interval is taken to be two symbols
, and uncertainty in
is taken to be 30 chips in all
cases. Again, the best performance with each of the three waveforms can be obtained by sampling the chip-MF at the Nyquist
spacing leads to a significant loss. Alrate, and sampling at
ternatively, the same performance can be obtained by evaluating
the correlation-based statistic (28) at sufficiently fine spacing.
The trends remain the same: the rectangular pulse performs
poorly due to the low value of , and the TDRC pulse provides
comparable but worse performance than the MC sinc waveform. However, note that the performance comparison across
chip waveforms also depends on the model for the uncertainty
in . In particular, if the uncertainty in number of chips is varied
across waveforms so as to correspond to a fixed time interval,
the performance difference between the TDRC and sinc waveforms can be shown to be insignificant. Finally, since rectansampling facilitate the derivation of
gular chip pulses with
the ML delay estimate, it is of interest to see how the ML estimate obtained performs with the MC sinc pulse. In other words,
for a
we use the analytical delay estimate obtained by using
rectangular waveform in (31) to a system that actually uses the
MC sinc waveform at the same spreading factor. We found the
performance to be extremely poor, with acquisition error probabilities of nearly 1 throughout the range of SNRs considered in
Fig. 7.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we considered the problem of generating
discrete statistics in an (approximately) band-limited CDMA
system with an -bandwidth . In particular, we studied the
role of chip-matched filtering, a discretization technique that
is commonly used in the CDMA literature. It was found that
most of the signal energy is captured if the chip-MF output
samples per
is sampled close to the Nyquist rate of
chip-interval, and the performance using the resulting statistics
is close to that obtained using statistics derived from correlation with the spreading waveforms. When chip waveforms

limited to a single chip duration (CL waveforms) are used, the
Nyquist rate is greater than chip rate. However, many of the
papers on CDMA detection and acquisition have assumed CL
waveforms and chip rate sampling of the chip-MF output for
analytical convenience; we have shown that this could result in
a significant performance loss.
With appropriate discretization, we considered the effect of
the chip waveform on the performance of detection and acquisition schemes. Specifically, we considered three chip pulses:
CL rectangular, CL TDRC, and a truncated sinc spanning multiple chips (MC pulse). Under equal rate and bandwidth constraints, we have identified a tradeoff between CL and sinc-like
MC waveforms: while CL waveforms lead to lower processing
gains, they have better correlation properties that lead to improved performance in the asynchronous case. However, for all
three cases considered—MF, MMSE detection, and single-user
acquisition—we found the tradeoff to favor the truncated sinc
waveform. In particular, we showed that the rectangular waveform performs very poorly, and its widespread use in analysis of
asynchronous CDMA systems needs to be questioned. On the
other hand, we found that performance with the TDRC waveform is comparable to that obtained with the MC sinc waveform. Hence, appropriately designed CL waveforms could be
used in practice. However, for optimum performance with CL
waveforms, the chip-MF needs to be sampled at higher than the
chip rate; this makes the design and analysis with CL waveforms
just as cumbersome as that with MC waveforms.
Note that while studying chip-matched filtering or comparing MMSE detection and acquisition with different pulses,
we did not attempt to optimize the performance measure over
all possible chip waveforms—this appears to be a difficult
problem. However, our study in this paper yields a framework
for chip waveform design with general detection and estimation
schemes, and this could be a subject for further investigation.
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